Competition
Creators
How Ray White creates
the competition that sells
your home for more

We understand that once your property
has been sold your key question will be,
“have we achieved the very best price
possible in today’s market?”

Never has there been so much data publicly available about
what is happening in the property market. This makes it possible
for potential purchasers to research and establish the likely
maximum price they should pay for your property.

2015 EY Entrepreneur
of the Year Inaugural
Family Business Award.

The best way to convince potential purchasers to raise their limit,
is for them to realise that someone else is prepared to pay even
more for your property.
Creating competition is vital to securing the best price. At Ray
White, our entire family history has been based on creating
competitive situations to achieve the best result for our sellers.
We are proud to be known as the "competition creators”.

The Ray White Family

Who are the
likely buyers
for your home?
How important is the creation
of competition for your property?
One approach to selling property is to find a
single buyer, and through clever and professional
negotiation, achieve an outcome that is positive
for the vendor and purchaser.
Few people wish to pay more than a property
is perceived to be worth. Historically, a clever
salesperson was able to create confidence in a
purchaser so they would pay more than their initial
limit. This was done through selling the potential of
the property.
In today’s market, there is much more information
readily available to buyers through online research.
This gives them perceived confidence as to what their
“ceiling” figure should be.
The only sure thing that can change a potential
buyer’s mind and increase the offer is the realisation
there are others who desire the home and are
prepared and willing to pay more.
Creating competition is the best way to achieve an
exceptional result for your property. Through the
interplay of competition, it's our aim to achieve a
figure which we are happy to present to our sellers
– a figure that is a reflection of the buyers competing
for the property.
This is what we call creating competition. That is
how we profess to bring true value to our vendors.

How does Ray White
create competition
for your home?
Experience has taught us there are two distinct brands of purchasers. Each
has different characteristics, yet the interplay of both brings results for
our sellers.

1

Dedicated and relentless property hunter
in real estate mode

The first group consists of purchasers actively seeking property. These purchasers are looking to
relocate in their immediate area, those moving from another market and those who simply remain
constantly on the lookout for available properties.

At Ray White, we believe attracting these two groups creates the
environment where vendors can achieve results beyond their expectation.

2

A spontaneous buyer
not in real estate mode, but quick to respond

The second group is not actively seeking to buy and would not describe themselves as potential purchasers.
Yet, when the right property grabs their attention, they suddenly become interested buyers. It may beecause
the property is ideal for them, is close to family members or is one they have admired for a long time. It is
presented to them at just the right time. This is the group that can be the ‘wild card’ in creating purchaser
competition.

Creating
competition
There is an enormous need
to have representation
across different property
portals. The two major
websites are realestate.com.
au and domain.com.au. But
there are others, not least of
which is raywhite.com.
Raywhite.com deepens marketing effectiveness because
Ray White is the most Googled real estate brand in
Australia.

Strength of brand

Ray White is Australasia’s
most searched real estate
brand with over 1,000
offices across Australasia.

Our group database
"I was the first to hear about
my home through an email,
lucky I was on the database."

Ray White referrals
12,000 agents
"I asked my Ray White
agent to introduce me to
his colleague in the town
where I was moving to."

The position of print is also invaluable – particularly to the
group of buyers who are not actively looking for property.
It’s an undisputed fact that open for inspection numbers
swell when a property also has effective print exposure
when combined with other mediums.

Happy customers
"My agent worked tirelessly
to get us the price we never
thought possible."

"Loan Market found the perfect
loan so I could increase my offer
to buy my dream home."

Property
website
"Having a special website
for a property really made
it stand out from other
homes that we were
considering."

Open Home
"I was attracted to an
open home through an
invitation in my letter box."

Property
marketing
Whether it’s a DL, brochure
or signboard, Ray White’s
marketing looks fresh
and professional.

Portals
Ray White makes it easy
to browse properties by
listing them on the key
property websites.

Find
every
buyer

Press Ads
"I was browsing through
the Sunday newspaper
and saw the perfect
home for us."

Video and Youtube
Strategy
"Creating a video really brought
my property to life. Not only did it
stand out from other listings, more
people clicked on my property."

Juwai
Concierge
"Ray White
Concierge called
and let me know
about a new
property."

"I found my home through
juwai.com even though
I live in Beijing."

Strength in numbers
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We are proud to
be known as
‘the competition
creators’

The moment
of truth
Bringing it all together is what
creates a sale we can be proud of.

Certainly, the best way to exploit the created
interest in your asset is through the actual
auction event.
As already mentioned, nothing gives more
confidence to a hopeful purchaser than the
realisation that there are others just as, or even
more keen to purchase their dream property.
The competitive interplay can also work through
a tender system or through an ‘offer closing date’
when negotiations are conducted with an individual
prior to that date.
It even works perfectly for a fixed price listing where,
through the professional skills of the agent, all
enquiry is tested before a recommendation is made
to a vendor regarding a potential offer.

Sometimes a purchaser will be prepared to pay the
full price being sought by the vendor. Even then, the
professional agent might well be able to obtain a
better price from another enquiry.
So much rests on the skills of your agent.
The Ray White Group has created its reputation
in its leading market position through the constant
training and development of its people.
Creating competition is central to the creation of
each sale – being proud of every sale is central to the
Ray White philosophy.

Creating competition
since 1902
From a Queensland country town, Ray White has grown to become the
largest real estate agency across Australia and New Zealand – with market
leadership also in Indonesia and offices in China, Hong Kong India, Dubai and
other centres.

Until 2018, all this growth and acceptance was by
word of mouth. No major TV Campaign. No massive
marketing strategy was ever employed.

Ray White always believed the critical element is
to create competition. Having one buyer is good –
having multiple buyers is much better.

Just a continuing endorsement from our
sellers that we had given them confidence that
everything had been done to secure the very
best price for their assets.

Most of the marketing avenues we employ today
were unknown when Ray started in 1902. Yet, the
principle was enshrined that competition, best
reflected through the auction philosophy, was to
be pursued on every possible occasion.

It's a constant obsession by our founder and
his successors to secure the best price and
the best result.

It is no surprise that Ray White conducts more than twice as many auctions as our nearest competitor.

"It was a great joy for the
Ray White family to be announced
as the inaugural winners of the
EY Entrepreneur of the Year
Inaugural Family Business Award."
Brian White, AO

Alan White conducting an auction
with sons Paul and Brian in the 1950s

Dan, Ben, Matt and Sam White.
The fourth generation leaders.

Ray White
(front left)

Seeking to be
proud of customer
experience.
The family tradition
continues.

